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Disclaimer
This document is not a prospectus.

The language contained in this document should not be construed as a solicitation for investment. This is neither a
sales prospectus nor does it include one. Accordingly, thiswhite paper does not refer in any way to an offering of
security in any jurisdiction worldwide. Rather, this whitepaper provides a technical description of how it works,
development and of the distribution of the Crypto Hunter Trading Token.

This document does not constitute and should not be construed as complete technical documentation of the Crypto
Hunter Trading Token. The technical or other information contained in this whitepaper is intended to provide an
overview of the Crypto Hunter Trading Token, the design and its use cases and is subject to change with or without
notice. For the latest technical information, see the updates and documentation on the official Telegram group:
https://t.me/Crypto_Hunter_Trading

All text is copyright 2022 Crypto Hunter Trading. You may quote this document in whole or in part, online or in
printed format, as long as proper attribution is given. Proper attribution should, at a minimum, include the following:
Copyright 2022 Crypto Hunter Trading. 
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INTRODUCTION

Crypto Hunter Trading (CHT) is an ambitious project that seeks to make the
world of trading accessible to everyone. This means, the platform is flexible
enough to make room for all.

Taxes are incurred as investors trade using the CHT token. These taxes are
then used by professional traders to generate profits. Our platform is
designed to give everyone equal opportunity to learn from the experiences of
professionals. On the other hand, there will be an increase in the trading
budget. The CHT token is bought back and burned, which means that the
CHT token will continually increase in value.

The steps are transparent and comprehensible for everyone in the
blockchain. As part of the CHT community, investors can actively contribute
to the design and direction of the project.

Since the introduction of Bitcoin and other associated blockchain
technology in 2009, there are not only new opportunities in the
technology and financial sector, but also projects in which transparency
plays an important role.

The new technology ensures that every single transaction for everyone is
traceable, transparent and cryptographically secured in the blockchain.
Thanks to the consensus mechanism used and the associated
cryptographic security in the blockchain, double spending is impossible.

The general consensus is that cryptocurrencies are the way of the future.
Many people have been interested in the growth and benefits of
cryptocurrency for many years. It is therefore not surprising that the
crypto market is constantly growing and as such generating new
innovations. 

However, despite all the innovations, there is still a risk of infinite loss.
The crypto market is a volatile one, hence we have created CHT to lend a
helping hand to beginners. The goal is to help as many persons as
possible to maximize their gains.

BackgroundVision
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Phase 1 

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

ROADMAP 2022/2023

Concept Development
Team building
Stealth launch
Create social media channels

Start trading officially
Listing on Coinmarketcap and
Coingecko
First fundraiser
Further marketing campaigns

Setting up the trading account
Creating the website
First marketing campaigns
Onboarding private investors
for trading volume

100k Milestone trading volume
Large fundraiser
Further targeted planning

50k milestone trading volume
Burn by excess profit
Cex listing
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Token Name: Crypto Hunter Trading
Token Symbol: CHT
Contract: 0xE2C9D38B0F01112B7eB5610d482D8319b4eF1A3a

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000
Total Burned: 242,690,723,534,039
Total Locked: 154,897,202,751,118

Consensus: Proof of Stake (PoS)
Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain
 
In addition to the technical data, certain values   are taken into account in this project,
and they are:

Transparency: Within the community, free and open communication will be
promoted. This is because we want interested parties to participate in every phase of
the implementation of the project on our website. Proper documentation of our
developments and self-management of the community will also be promoted.
 
Trust and security: You cannot overemphasize the importance of trust in such a
project as CHT. The subject of trust and security also includes complete
transparency, not only in regard to the support and development of the community,
but also in relation to all security efforts seeing the token is based on a well-known
blockchain. As a result, a system failure and associated exposure to investment is
very unlikely.

CHT intends to exist in the market as a long-term project. One of the keys to
achieving this goal is the creation of the community. Above being a long-term project
is sustainable development. This development promotes popularity of the token for
temporary trend fluctuations outlast (See roadmap). Meanwhile, the community is
strengthen through strong participation in the various campaigns and will be
permanently linked to the project.

TOKENOMICS 
Token Name: Crypto Hunter Trading 
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Marketing-
wallet

Reward f.
Holder

1 %

Buyback +
Burn
1 %

Buyback +
Burn

  50 %

CASHFLOW CHT

Buy

Transaction tax

Sell

Buy/Sell tax
12 %

Budget
10 %

Trading
50 %

Reinvest
50 %
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Profits

Marketing &
Development 

     50 %



https://t.me/Crypto_Hunter_Trading
Telegram

cryptohuntertrading@gmail.com
E-mail address

www.cryptohuntertrading.com
Website:

Thank You

S e i t  2 0 2 2

Version: V1.2 | Stand: 20.09.2022

For taking time to read through. If you have any question do not hesitate to ask.
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